
 

Tourist   َ Attractions in Birjand 

Birjand is the east Iranian provincial capital of South Khorasan. The city of Birjand had a 

population of 157,848 people at the time of the last official census in 2006. It is located on 

the "Silk Road". The city has a dry climate with significant difference between day and night 

temperatures. It is a fast growing city, thus becoming one of the major centers in the East of 

Iran. 

 

Birjand Castle 

 

The castle is located on a natural hill, with a quadrilateral map with four circular towers at the 

four corners and two towers on the western and eastern sides with an area of about 2500 

square meters. It has two entrances on the north and west sides. According to the 

archaeological excavations conducted, it can be said that Birjand Castle has been established 

in the Safavid era and has been reconstructed in Qajar era and some repairs have been applied 

in its northern side and towers. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Shokatieh School 

 

This school is one of ancient constructions in Birjand with an area of 3,178m
2
. In 

1326 AH it was used as the first primary school and today it is located inside the old 

texture of Birjand. There are beautiful and scenic ornaments and decoration inside 

the construction like plaster-work, paintings etc.  

 

Pordeli House 

 

It is one of the beautiful houses of Birjand dates back to Qajar time. Its facade is 

decorated very nice based on native architecture techniques.  

 

  

 

 

 

 

 



Shokat-Abad Garden and Edifice 

 

The garden and the large building of “Shokat-abad” is located in the village of 

Shokat-abad and is at a distance of 5 km southeast of Birjand. This complex 

consists of a surrounding fences, watch towers, main construction, high entrance 

doors, water pond house, orangery, and garden, stable and servants quarters. Totally 

the construction of the “Shokat-abad” garden was built on a hill and the gardens are 

situated on the southern and eastern sides. Another attraction of this building is its 

internal connectivity by the use of corridors, hallways and rooms. One of the 

important constructions is the “Orangery” which is located near the main building. 

This building is an internal garden, which was used for the privation of the governor 

and his family. The existence of a lake and a waterway makes the facility for 

irrigation of the trees. The history of this complex dates back to the “Qajar” era. 

 

Mood Castle and Garden 

 

This building has an area of 60,270 square meters in 40 km east of Birjand. There is a long 

wall with 20 round towers. Moreover, a 10 meter ditch surrounds it for defense purpose. The 

main entrance of the garden is in northern part with two towers and 2 small rooms for 



guards.  

 

Akbarieh Garden and Edifice  

 

 
 

 

This complex was central part of Akbarieh Village in the Past. It was constructed as a multi-

purpose complex as governmental and residential. The central part was used for 

governmental and administration activities. There are different parts in this complex like 

portal, edifice, stable, bath, administration section, ceremony hall, pool etc.  

 
 

 

The Pain Shahr Castle 

 

 
 

Another beautiful castle is The Pain Shahr Castle with 2500 square meters of space in the city 

of Birjand. Over the long years it has protected the city of Birjand. This adobe castle has a 

scenic vista from the top of the relatively large hill in the old section of the city and attracts 

all visitors and passersby. The oldest parts date to the Safavid Period (1500-1732AD) and 

there is a tower on each corner. 
 

 

 

 

 

http://www.iranianpedia.com/khorasan-jonoobi/birjand.php


Kolah Farangi Fort 

 

 
 

The “Kolah Farangi Fort” was a place for the government of “Amir Masum Khan” built at 

the beginning of the “Zandieh” era. The architectural form of this construction is completely 

different from all other buildings. The building has six floors but only two floors have areas 

and the others are only built for the external appearance, which is located over a springhouse. 

Part of the ground floor is in a square formation with several rooms surrounding it. On this 

floor; there are four vestibules with a symmetrical form, which are the most essential part of 

the building. The springhouse is in the form of an octagonal, which is surrounded by a 

partition, benches and a pond in the center, and a dome with painted decorations and elegant 

ornaments above. All of this adds to its glory. The second floor consists of an octagonal, with 

rooms surrounding and above the flooring are only symbolically decorated with the use of 

small windows to provide light to the springhouse.  

 

The Complex and Mansion of “Rahim-Abad”  

 

 



The complex of “Rahim-abad” is located in a village of the same name in the city of Birjand. 

“Rahim-abad” garden has two entrance doors. This historical complex of “Rahim-abad” 

consists of a surrounding fence, watchtowers, garden, main building,water pond house, 

“Kolah-farangi” construction, stables, and service quarters. The triangle shaped fencing of the 

garden are relics of towers and a solitary tower to the northeast have been completely 

destroyed. The main street of the garden is situated between two constructions and is in 

conjunction linear with two ponds, one lake and trees on two sides of the way is separated 

from two other points. This form is one of the Iranian Paradise models.  
 

The Fort and Garden of “Bahlgerd” 

 

 

The fort and garden of “Bahlgerd” is located in the village of Bahlgerd on the way from 

Birjand to Zahedan, at 30km northeast of Birjand. The “bahlgerd Garden” and fort complex 

includes different parts, such asThe Entrance, Interior Vestibule Yard, Servant House, 

External Yard and Stable. The entrance door to the garden is made of simple plain wood 

doors decorated with spherical flowers. The entrance consists of narrow and shallow arches. 

The interior yard is a vast area. A square pool is situated at the center of the yard and the 

interior construction of the garden is located at the southern side and consists of two floors. 

The external yard is linked to the center of the garden, consisting of elementary and beautiful 

architectural construction. “Bahlgerd Garden” was built from south to north with the best use 

of the land. The important characters of this garden are the internal and external and the use 

of the plant coverage. “Bahlgerd Fort” and garden was built as a resort and country house for 

the local governor in the “Qajar” era.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



The Garden and Large Building of “Amir-abad”  

 

 

The garden and large building of “Amir-abad” is located in the Amir-abad village, 5 km to 

the west of the city of Birjand. The elements of the complex consist of a garden, building and 

servants headquarters. The garden has streets to all sides of the building. The Main 

construction is situated in the center of the garden and consists of two floors and has a plan of 

eight ribs, which its entrance is on the eastern side and then there are stairs at the front of the 

entrance. There is a corridor to the water pond house at the center of the building. The 

appearance of the construction has been decorated with brick in geometrical figures. The 

garden and the large building of “Amir-abad” were built in the “Qajar” era and were 

registered on the national list of Cultural Heritage with serial number of “1969. 

Aliabad Garden and Pavilion 

 



Aliabad Garden and Pavilion are located 35 kilometers to the northeast of Birjand-Zahedan 

road, in the Aliabad Desert and in a village called the same. The presence of fences and guard 

towers at several hundred meters of the pavilion indicates the importance of this garden and 

village. Aliabad Garden and Pavilion have belonged to Sepehri family, from the executives of 

local rulers of the region. Overall, this set includes garden, main pavilion, interconnected 

buildings for residence of crew, workers and guards, bathroom and kitchen which has created 

a space separated from the rest of the building.  

Valley Sluice (Band-e-Darreh) 

 

 

 

The historical sluice of Valley is established at the time of Heshmat Al-molk and its 

construction can be considered coincident with the oldest building of Akbarieh Garden series, 

and in fact, the oldness of the sluice is historically dating back to the late Zandieh era and 

early Qajar era. Also, this sluice has been once repaired and refurbished during the time of 

Amir Shokat-al-molk Alam (1921-1985), the ruler of Ghaheston in the Qajar era.  


